Visual Solutions

EY relies on Panasonic displays at the
CFOspace
EY has created a multimedia showroom and meeting room
which impressively shows how modern technology can improve
working environments alongside the benefits of collaborative
working.
Date - Sep 2017
Client - Ernst & Young GmbH auditing firm
Location - Eschborn, Germany
Products Supplied - TH-55VF1H
Challenge
Creating a modern, flexible collaboration
room with discreet media technology.

Solution
Discreet integration of seamless
Panasonic TH-55VF1HW 55" video wall
displays in combination with large touch
overlays.

EY is one of the best-known companies for auditing as well as tax, transaction, business
and classic legal advice. It is one of the four biggest auditing companies in the world - the
so-called Big Four.
The CFOspace, a multimedia showroom and meeting room with interactive video walls,
went into operation at the company's Eschborn site in September 2017.
The CFOspace represents the collaboration room of the future - a place where financial
issues meet cutting-edge technologies. This digital lab is designed to allow CFOs and their
teams to work together in a fully digital manner. It impressively shows not only how
User-friendly content control

modern technology can improve working environments but also the benefits of
collaborative working.

The CFOspace
The CFOspace was designed and planned by Hartmann, Mathias und Partner, a productneutral consultancy and planning office for AV communications technology based in
Sonsbeck.
All four sides of the room feature a large display wall with a touch overlay. Each display
wall is made up of 12 Panasonic TH-55VF1HW displays with a screen size of 55 inches (140
48 TH-55VF1HW displays create a collaboration room
of the future

cm) arranged in a 4 x 3 configuration (W X H).
In addition to the best possible image quality, one of EY's most important criteria when
selecting the displays was the smallest possible frame width. The company eventually
opted for Panasonic's TH-55VF1HW 55" video wall display with an IPS panel. With a frame
width of 0.9 millimetres (1.8 mm from image to image) and a brightness of 700 cd/m2, this
display is ideal for this purpose.
Colour and brightness matching for the video walls was achieved with the help of the
Panasonic TY-VUK10 video wall manager software. Using snapshots and with the help of a
high-resolution digital photo camera, this software analyses the background lighting and
white balance in order to accurately adjust the colours for each panel.

Integration of external sources

In front of the display walls, there are sheets of special glass which protect the delicate
surfaces, especially when the touch function is being used. These sheets of glass have an
anti-reflective finish and are chemically etched to minimize reflections while maintaining
the excellent image quality of the displays.
The displays are controlled via four 19" workstations from the company Lang AG. These
are specially optimised for video wall applications. Each workstation controls a video wall
in its native resolution, to achieve the best possible image quality.
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Outlook
The EY CFOspace is a complete success
for everyone involved and will set the
standard for future collaboration rooms.
EY is planning other digital labs of this type
around the world. The next one will follow
next year.

